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Introduction 
Between the 1960’s and 1980’s a series of seminal texts were generated that continue to 
form the backbone of our contemporary understanding of urban form. These include 
works by luminaries such as Jacobs (1961) Alexander (1979), and Cullen (1962). Each 
explored how formal characteristics of the urban environment support urban 
conviviality. But it is Kevin Lynch’s work, Image of the City (1960) that remains 
perhaps the most influential text today.  Lynch presented a set of clear formal categories 
that together evoke a sense of comfort, legibility, and meaning. 
 
While much urban theory has been generated since, work has shifted away from these 
earlier concerns about the formal attributes of space - the physical aspects of ‘plan 
making’ - to focus instead upon procedural aspects of ‘making plans’ (Neuman 1998). 
This, in part, has been due to an aversion towards discredited environmental behavioral 
approaches, as well as an increased sensitivity regarding underlying political, economic, 
and social forces that impact planning. While clearly productive, this turn nonetheless 
leaves a theoretical vacuum insofar as the enactment of physical urban plans is 
concerned. Architects and Urban Designers, tasked with the ‘on the ground’ act of plan 
making, are left with little in the way of contemporary theoretical support. Emily Talen 
argues that, in the absence of a strong theory of form, this territory of ‘plan making’ is 
ceded to developers - ‘actors who have no qualms about fighting for their preferences, 
even if they are narrow, short-sighted and in conflict with the public’ (2002, 28) 
 
In recent decades, New Urbanism (NU) has stepped into this theoretical void, offering 
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an alternative to standard development models (Schurch 1999; Moudon 2000; Fainstein 
2000). The movement shares a number of general concerns with other planning 
approaches (affordability, walkability, mixed-use, sustainability), but is distinct amongst 
contemporary approaches in that it also attempts to redress perceived failings of the 
formal attributes of the built realm. While subject to numerous critiques, the movement 
is nonetheless exerting a growing influence on how plans are executed on the ground.  
 
I wish to contribute to the NU debate by considering an overlooked shortcoming of its 
formal characteristics  - one that pertains to a lack of rigorous investigation into the 
potential dynamics of form. To understand these dynamics I turn to an area of recent 
interest to planners, that of Complex Adaptive Systems theory (Holland 1995; Kauffman 
1993). CAS investigates systems that ‘self-organize’ into coherent entities embodying 
synergies, differentiation, and functionality. CAS theory studies both the mechanisms 
that drive systems to self-organize, and various attributes of the structures that emerge. 
This paper specifically examines how particular morphological characteristics of the 
urban environment might support (rather than hinder) the self-organized unfolding of 
functional urban dynamics – ones that enable CAS dynamics to manifest. 
 
The paper is divided into three parts. In the first part, I provide an overview of NU 
approaches, arguing that these privilege the generation of particular kinds of formal 
settings. While these settings may outwardly display the physical attributes of 
normatively ‘good’ environments, I argue that the performative dimensions they 
embody are under-theorized. In the second part I discuss Lynch’s urban attributes 
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(edges, paths, districts, landmarks and nodes) and introduce a framework for discussing 
these such that each feature corresponds to a particular functional aspect of a complex 
system. The third part of the paper provides specific examples of how Lynch’s features 
might be reframed through this conceptual lens. For each aspect, I explain key CAS 
principles and provide illustrative examples that tie these to specific formal attributes 
that support an urban unfolding of CAS dynamics. This is intended to illuminate 
overlooked intrinsic, functional dynamics of urban fabric, rather than extrinsic, physical 
qualities. I conclude with a discussion on the implications of this framework for thinking 
about space, some reflections on complementary investigations, and avenues for further 
research. 
 
A note regarding the presumptive ontology of this research should be mentioned.  In 
presenting this framework, I realize that some may question the premise that a viable 
isomorphism can be drawn between the dynamics of CAS insofar as they unfold in 
biological or chemical domains, and processes of change and urban functionality that 
unfold in the built realm. Drawing analogies from one realm to another runs the risk of 
devolving into loose metaphors that generate more confusion than insight. The study of 
CAS is, however, predicated on the belief that a wide array of seemingly distinct 
processes unfolding in different systems are in fact alternate manifestations of dynamics 
that fall within the same general class (regardless of differences in the material format of 
how these dynamics are realized).   
 
I concur with this reading. Therefore, as I unpack CAS concepts, I do not intend to 
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suggest that urban systems are like complex adaptive systems and then draw metaphoric 
comparisons. Rather my premise is to assert that urban systems are complex adaptive 
systems: and then clarify the mechanisms whereby they operate as such. As will be 
described, all CAS involve organizing flows through networked interactions of agents, 
who adapt their behaviors in response to environmental information about ‘fitter’ 
strategies, gravitate towards attractor states that reduce work or frictions, and eventually 
settle into emergent stabilized structures whose final form is based on contingent and 
historic processes. This paper broaches what these dynamics might mean if enabled by 
urban form: thereby making CAS dynamics in urban settings more ‘legible’.  
 
By using familiar categories (Lynch’s framework), to broach unfamiliar territory 
(Complex Adaptive Systems), I aim to provide an intuitive framework that makes a 
CAS ontology more accessible to practitioners. My goal here is to describe why such 
tools might be productive and to introduce an overarching conceptual framework with 
which to begin to ‘read’ the urban fabric as CAS. Ultimately such a reading might be 
engaged to frame both urban analysis and design interventions. While space here does 
not permit me to go beyond introducing the framework and unpacking its relationship to 
CAS, the interested reader can review a case study where I consider the emergence of 
districts in an urban setting using the framework as a conceptual lens (see Self Citation 
2016). 
 
Part 1: New Urbanism 
New Urbanist principles have had a huge impact upon planning projects in North 
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America and, increasingly, the world (Fainstein 2000). Initiated by Andreas Duany 
and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, the movement aims to embody many of the principles 
espoused by Lynch, Jacobs, Cullen, and Alexander (Southworth 2003). To achieve this, 
the Charter of New Urbanism (CNU) lays out 27 principles.  Together, these codify 
practices that encourage sustainability, mixed- use, diversity, walkability, community, 
and transport options (Talen 2013). 
 
In geographer Michael Hebbert’s survey of CNU principles, he notes that much of the 
Charter is consistent with contemporary urban ‘best practices’ and that it,  ‘could have 
been plucked from any current policy source - if the European Union were ever to frame 
an Urban Policy, this is how it would read’ (2003, 196). This observation, while 
accurate, points to the somewhat generic aspirations of much of the CNU. To illustrate, 
the CNU includes statements such as:  farmland and nature are important to the 
metropolis (CNU #3); streets and squares should be safe (CNU 23); natural methods of 
heating and cooling can be more resource efficient (CNU 26); development should 
support mixed-use/demographics (CNU 7, 11, 13, 16,); and sprawl should be 
counteracted through viable transportation options (CNU 12, 14, 15,). In this light, Rem 
Koolhaas’ Almere masterplan could be seen as fulfilling the CNU’s goals. The 
Almere project increases density, encourages walkability and public transport, 
provides a variety of housing types, and supports mixed-use. 
 
That said, Koolhaas’ project is decidedly not New Urbanist in formal execution. It is 
this formal aspect of New Urbanism that has attracted the bulk of NU critique - being 
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denounced for its ‘saccharine’ or ‘staged’ appearance (Sorkin 1992; Saab 2007; 
Zimmerman 2001). Other criticisms concern the social rather than formal successes of 
NU. These argue that the movement may exacerbate rather than alleviate sprawl (Weller 
2008); that it engenders homogenized rather than socially diverse neighborhoods (Grant 
2007); that the projects are not necessarily more sustainable or walkable (Joh et al. 2009; 
Neuman 2005); and that the CNU pays insufficient attention to the socio-political 
framework wherein design occurs (Veninga 2004). Finally many question the 
movement’s normative stance towards ‘good’ form (Moore 2013).  
 
Proponents of the movement counter that too much criticism has been levelled upon 
early examples of NU, which targeted wealthier demographics and are not 
representative of the Charter’s aspirations (Ellis 2002); that criticisms of early greenfield 
projects ignore the increasing number of projects currently being developed as infill 
(Trudeau and Malloy 2011), that the demographic exclusivity of NU projects may 
simply mean that not enough of these projects are being built to satisfy market demand 
(Talen 2000); and finally that, whatever complaints exist vis-à-vis the ‘staged’ quality of 
these settings, the environments are nonetheless based on sound, pragmatic precedents 
of good form, (Talen and Ellis 2002)  and certainly preferable to the banality of sprawl 
(Hebbert 2003). 
 
A great deal of ink has already been shed on these and other factors (Grant 2006; Al-
Hindi and Karen 2001; Ellis 2002; Southworth 2003; Talen 2006b; Kashef 2009), and it 
is not my intention to repeat the discussions here. Instead, this article aims more 
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specifically to reframe the critique surrounding the formal aspects of NU. While not 
mandated in the Charter, NU projects consistently recreate traditional typologies, 
codifying physical characteristics of previously successful urban places to derive rules 
for normatively accepted ‘good’ form. Here, focus is placed on the external, physical 
attributes of precedents. Proscriptions of form include the provision of public squares, 
gridiron street layouts, highly defined street edges and the employment of landmarks to 
terminate vistas. While the CNU holds a broader spatial agenda that goes beyond form, 
much of this is non-contentious. As has been noted, ‘who would advocate for a sense of 
placelessness, or the absence of community’ (Veninga 2004, 463). In practice it is thus 
the formal character of NU that is both most associated with the movement (Jepson and 
Edwards 2010), and its most contentious aspect.  
 
Typically, critiques of NU formal character either reject the ‘authenticity’ of these 
environments, or the normative ideas about ‘goodness’ they embody.  New Urbanists 
generally respond that there is a ‘common sense’ appeal of the codified environments: 
that they are pragmatic, representative of sound urban principles, and based on historic 
precedents. Indeed, it is difficult to argue against the qualities of NU environments 
(recalling Charleston, Savannah, etc.). Geographers also recognize the legitimacy of a 
desire for nostalgia, for ‘a sense of place’ and ‘belonging’, that somewhat problematize 
charges of ‘inauthenticity’ (Jarvis and Bonnett 2013; Aravot 2002). For even as cultural 
critics denounce the movement’s sanitized and pastiche version of conviviality 
(Sorkin 1992), this critique rings hollow for a public who, understandably, prefer 
pleasant streets with pretty facades to the proliferation of garage-fronted homes in 
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suburbia or the anonymity of strip malls. Thus, to dismiss the sensibility that drives the 
desire for NU environments is not in itself productive (Brain 2005).  
 
I seek to avoid an overly simplified binary discussion that pits the desire for 
‘authenticity’ against that of  ‘at homeness’.  Instead, I wish to shift the discussion 
regarding form to one that current academic debates have not yet fully engaged: that of 
morphological productivity. Thus, if proponents of NU are correct in defending the 
overall aspirations of the Charter, then the question remains: do the environments being 
created in fact correspond with the common-sense ‘good form’ they attempt to embody?   
Ultimately I wish to look more closely at why particular formal urban elements or 
morphologies might be considered ‘good’. 
 
Here I take partial cue from Jane Jacobs. Jacobs (often cited by NU for her championing 
of walkable cities), disavows NU neither on the grounds of its aesthetic limitations, nor 
on its perceived failure to achieve some of its other aims (affordability, mixed use, etc.). 
Instead, she argues that the movement fails by lacking an understanding of the role 
urban dynamics plays in engendering successful places. In a 2002 interview she states, 
‘The places they have built, they don't seem to have a sense of the anatomy of 
these hearts, these centers. They've placed them as if they were shopping 
centers. They don't connect.’ She continues,  ‘big cities have a lot of main 
squares where the action is, and which will be the most valuable for stores and 
that kind of thing. They're often good places for a public building -- a 
landmark. But they're always where there's a crossing or a convergence. You 
can't stop a hub from developing in such a place. You can't make it develop if 
you don't have such a place. And I don't think the New Urbanists understand 
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this kind of thing. They think you just put it where you want.’ (Steigerwald, 
Jacobs interview, 2001 emphasis added) 
 
This criticism, argues that NU generates too static a ‘product’, rather than embodying 
‘an evolving process of human development’ (Neuman 2005). Here, NU is questioned 
not because of its scenographic qualities per se  - that they are ‘kitsch’ or ‘inauthentic’ - 
but because the formal components are insufficiently grounded by underlying forces.  
 
More germane to this article, a number of scholars (including Jacobs) suggest that the 
environments New Urbanists espouse might better be understood through an analytical 
lens that employs Complex Adaptive Systems perspectives (Neuman 2005; Dovey and 
Pafka 2015). CAS supports many of the stated aspirations of New Urbanists. Emily 
Talen, for example identifies both the need for incrementalism (2006a), and ‘design that 
enables diversity’ (2006b). In discussing each, Talen cites Jacob’s reading of the city as 
a complex system – but the way in which these aspects might be operationalized 
remains vague, and tends towards a focus on external characteristics. The framework 
offered here may help remedy some of that vagueness, by identifying the underlying 
material conditions that support processes which engender ‘good’ urban settings. 
 
Part 2: Reconsidering the Image of the City 
Traditional definitions [of urban design] constitute descriptions of 
perceptible surface structures […] a bit like trying to define gravitation in 
terms of apples falling to the ground, by what colour the apples are, what 
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type of apple, how they compare to apples falling off other trees etc, in the 
absence of a supporting hypothesis. (Cuthbert 2007, 185) 
 
Kevin Lynch’s Image of the City (1960), provided a clear set of terms used to both 
analyze and design civic environments. His framework of edges, districts, landmarks, 
paths and nodes proved highly productive, resonating strongly with our perceptions of 
the built realm. Admittedly, the very act of categorizing the urban realm can be viewed 
as suspect - seen as part of the modernist project of classification that ignores ambiguity 
and undermines multiple readings. Notwithstanding this critique, on a pragmatic level 
Lynch’s categories continue to exert a huge influence on the ideas and actions of 
designers and planners. As late as 2013 ‘Image…’ remained the most consistently 
recommended text assigned in Urban Design reading lists (Araabi 2015). It is one of 
MIT Press’s top selling publications of all time, and its formal categories remain the 
most commonly deployed tools in producing urban analyses – an exercise often 
predicated upon identifying the various morphological characteristics that Lynch - as 
part of the sensibility of his time - neatly categorized. 
 
Despite the method’s broad dissemination, Lynch himself was highly critical of the way 
his framework came to be usedi.  He laments how the terms erroneously, ‘elicited a 
static image, a momentary pattern’ (1995, 252): 
 
It seemed to many planners that here was a new technique – complete 
with the magical classifications of node, landmark, district, edge, and path – 
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that allowed a designer to predict the public image of any existing city or 
new proposal. For a time, plans were fashionably decked out with nodes, 
and all the rest […] the words were dangerous precisely because they were 
useful. (1995, 251) 
 
Lynch intended to codify formal elements that arose from dynamic urban patterns – ones 
that became grounded and formalized at particular urban confluences. It is thus 
important to distinguish between Lynch’s more nuanced views, versus what might be 
described as ‘Lynchian’ tactics: an appropriation of his work that reduces much of the 
complexity of the city to visual shorthand - to compositional rather than operational 
qualities. Arguably, the NU approach to urban composition is Lynchian in its 
sensibilityii (Hamer 2000). Thus, 
 
DPZ's vocabulary of spatial units reflects a distinctly Lynchian influence. 
Neighborhoods are linked to and divided from other neighborhoods by 
"corridors" or paths created by major roads and/or natural features. "Districts" 
are ensembles of streets or even entire neighborhoods dedicated to specialized 
nodal activities like entertainment or commerce. (Rutheiser 1997, 122) 
 
It would appear that, notwithstanding other aspirations, New Urbanists craft plans that 
codify the ‘momentary patterns’ Lynch objected to, incorporating ‘textbook legibility’ 
(Ford 1999, 254). And while New Urbanists argue that what matters is not the forms in 
and of themselves, but the social interactions these forms support, this is often not borne 
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out in practice. The NU community of Cornell in Markham, Ontario (Figures 1, 2 and 3) 
provides a case in point. Here a corner intersection is given the formal expression of a 
tower - a legible ‘landmark’ and, if we are to believe the rhetoric, a natural marker for 
gathering. But the tower, situated above a health clinic, is vacant: no clock, no bell, and 
no broader intrinsic significance for the public realm. The building, seemingly oriented 
to both sides of the street corner, is blanked out on one side - with little correspondence 
between the tower as ‘signifier’ and the gathering functions it signifies.  The lower level 
shop windows, which suggest a ‘grain’ of urban fabric, are blank, providing no street 
interface.  
   
Figures 1, 2+ 3: Tower - note absence of foot traffic, empty storefronts, blanked-out windows (image 
via Google street view) 
 
If the public spaces, landmarks, walkable streets, density and scale, and architectural 
differentiation espoused by NU are seen primarily as the physical attributes of liveable 
places, then it would appear that NU have adopted a ‘Lynchian’ sensibility, one that 
identifies and replicates the extrinsic expressions of these formal settings, but is less 
articulate concerning how these operate at an intrinsic level iii. This paper suggests an 
inversion of how we think about Lynch’s categories, such that they exist not as formal 
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ends in and of themselves, but insofar as they engender or are manifestations of certain 
types of unfolding dynamic processes.  To better understand the nature of these 
processes, we turn to CAS Theory. 
 
Part 3: Reframing Lynch to consider CAS Dynamics: 
The valued city is not an ordered one, but one that can be ordered – a 
complexity whose pattern unfolds. (Lynch 1995, 252) 
 
In recent decades, a broad range of planning approaches have turned to Complex 
Adaptive Systems Theory for inspiration and insight (Portugali 2000; Batty 2007; 
Marshall 2008). CAS is attracting attention because these systems exhibit order derived 
from the bottom-up, which both empowers stakeholders and may remedy the ills of top-
down approaches. Further, a CAS ontology is one attuned to processes, indeterminacies 
and flows, in contrast to the Modernist focus on objects, certitudes, and stasis.  
 
Embodied CAS Processes: 
Complex Adaptive Systems typically are composed of evolving networks of interacting 
Agents whose coordinated behaviors generate emergent and contingent phenomena. 
Agents might be stocks in a market, molecules in a chemical reaction, birds in a flock, or 
in our case, built fabric in the city. Order in CAS emerges due to processes involving 
these agents, as they enter inter Networks of interaction with other agents steered by the 
presence or absence of various kinds of driving resources or energy (Holland 1995). 
Within these networks, Information differentials (Bateson 2002) help steer agent 
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behaviors towards regimes where the ‘costs’ of action (or frictions) are minimized (Casti 
1979, 4). The act of minimizing resistance pushes agents towards specific Attractor 
States (Lansing 2003) such that their actions seem coordinated. Over time, Agents 
eventually coalesce into self-organized emergent global patterns – exhibiting structure 
and behavior that are not predictable when considering the capacities of the individual 
agents themselves (Heylighen 2011a). 
 
In CAS, relationships are primary whereas the ‘objects’ - or ‘form’ of the system - is 
derivative. This flips our standard way of thinking, where urban relationships are seen 
as being derivative of primary forms. Correspondingly, if one were to consider Lynch 
from a CAS perspective it would involve ‘inverting’ his terms such that they become 
emblematic of processes (described above), rather than formal features (see Table 1)iv.  
Table 1 (Modified from self-citation, 2016) 
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The remainder of the paper unpacks this table, arguing that the emergence of successful 
places is predicated upon the presence of information and resource flows 
(networks/paths); the built fabric’s ability to relay signals (information/edges); the 
capacity of the fabric to alter in response to that information (agents/cells); the presence 
of hubs in the fabric where flows and resources are effectively entangled (attractor 
states/hubs); and finally, the capacity for distinct and symbiotic assemblages (emergent 
patterns/districts) to manifest as a result of these underlying dynamics. By re-
conceptualizing Lynch’s framework to highlight these CAS processes, we can 
reexamine NU formal environments in a new light: not for how they look, but for how 
they perform.  
 
Landmarks & Nodes (Hubs) = Attractor States 
 
Consider a classic example of CAS morphogenesis - that of Benard rolls (Heylighen 
2004). Here, water molecules in a petri dish are subjected to external heat. As 
temperature increases, individual water molecules become excited into random motion. 
Some molecules rise while others fall, creating pressure differentials and drag dynamics 
in their vicinity. These drag forces impact upon the motion of neighboring molecules, 
such that they are pulled into synchronized movements. At a certain energetic threshold 
of heat (termed a bifurcation point) the molecules ‘choose’ between two energetically 
equivalent potentials – inward or outward rolling patterns – which all molecules in a 
region obey. This CAS is composed of molecules (agents), the boundary of the petri 
dish (allowing for dissipative heat transfer), a heat source (energy), and the drag force 
dynamics generated between molecules as they agitate (interactions).  Looking at the 
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resulting clear pattern of rolls, one might infer that the rolls constrain the movement 
of the molecules. But this would be an error: the roll direction is an efficient 
emergent structure that is generated by system dynamics. 
 
Now compare this example to that of a landmark in the urban fabric. Is the form of a 
landmark what engenders ‘order’ within the environment, creating the conditions 
whereby legible pattern emerges? Or is a landmark the physical manifestation of 
underlying urban forces already possessing an order – an emergent outcome of 
interactions that coalesce as this particular physical form? 
 
Let us consider this question in relation to the broader subject of nodes and 
landmarks or hubs in Complex Systems. The World Wide Web, another classic 
example of a complex system has a structure comprised of hubs and spokes. Hubs 
represent particular websites (agents) and spokes are the paths that link information 
threads of the network together (interactions). Variable web traffic intensities (energy) 
between sites enable the system to differentiate (with some hubs ‘feeding’ off clicks to 
become highly connected, as others becoming peripheral). A fractal topology of the 
web emerges because new websites try to link to already ‘well connected’ entities such 
that, in effect, the rich get richer. This process of growth and preferential attachment 
leads to a network with a fractal topological structure: the so-called ‘fingerprint’ of CAS 
(Strogatz 2001). 
 
Analogous dynamics play out in cities, where large cities tend to become larger as they 
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draw a disproportionate number of new entrants compared to smaller ones 
(Bettencourt and West 2010). ‘City Rank Size’ distributions are the fractal 
manifestations of this process. Similar regularities are observed in a myriad of CAS 
including stock markets, academic citations, and earthquakes. This means that CAS 
exhibit few ‘large’ entities (high stock prices, highly cited authors, major 
earthquakes), a midrange number of ‘medium’ entities, and a large number of small 
entities (small tremors, low impact papers, penny stocks). 
 
Wikipedia is an example of a ‘large’ entity in the network of the Web: a well-connected 
hub that continuously grows due to reinforcing feedback loops. Given this reinforcing 
feedback, it would now be very difficult to displace Wikipedia as a central hub: its 
position as an attractor has been consolidated, and subsequent system dynamics are now 
‘enslaved’ (Haken and Portugali 2003). In the sciences, attractors are points to which a 
system will likely converge, due to the fact that these states requires the minimal energy 
output to reach (Heylighen 2004). For example, no matter where a swinging pendulum’s 
path begins it eventually converges towards the state of least resistance (hanging 
vertically). Similarly, a ball spun from the top of a circular vortex (often found in 
science museums) circles in a series of loops until settling into the lowest section of the 
vortex – the ‘basin of attraction’. While both the nature of the attractor and the specific 
mechanisms through which each system ‘finds’ the attractor differ, each system 
nonetheless plays out through ‘minimizing processes’ the dynamics of which reduce 
overall resistance (DeLanda 2005).  
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What kinds of minimizing processes might occur in cities that result in attractors? 
Imagine navigating a district, trying to get from here to there. Certain streets will result 
in dead ends, multiple turns, switchbacks, or steep climbs: points of resistance. This is 
fine if we wish to expend energy ambling along – if that is our goal. But if our object is 
to arrive quickly to a destination, then we will look for routes with minimal frictions: the 
smoothest flows, most direct connections, and swiftest means by which to switch to 
faster modalities (such as train connections). Regardless of our initial starting point, 
multiple routes will naturally converge towards particular paths satisfying these 
conditions. Certain locations will be positioned at points where these routes intersect and 
these crossings will hold the propensity to manifest as landmarks or nodes (for an 
interesting discussion on how nodes manifest, see also Mehaffy et al. 2010). 
 
New Urbanists recognize that successful urban environments hold important hubs: 
parks, plazas, squares and gathering spaces (echoing Lynch’s landmarks and nodes). 
But there is a difference between a node created from a blank slate, meant to foster 
interactions, versus one emerging as a result of interactions.  In historic contexts, plazas 
and gathering places are situated at river or transport crossings, places where urban 
flows - goods, information or people – pause and intersect. Here, flows either continue 
on their trajectory or are altered and reconstituted. In that moment of pause, ‘thick’ 
flows can be dispersed at the local scale, allowing markets or distribution centers to 
emerge. The greater the range and scale of converging modalities the more intensely 
these centers are supported (Read 2005). While these junctures might initially emerge 
from one of many potential locations, once present, their location is ‘enslaved':  they 
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develop ‘weight’ as an attractor of new flows (in the same process of growth and 
preferential attachment described earlier). 
 
Rather than tracing the trajectory of flows, NU ‘stages’ urban pauses by designating 
a particular node in the urban fabric as a gathering place. What is unclear is how 
these placements go beyond compositional exercises to  correspond with actual flows. 
Victoria Commons, a NU project in Kitchener, Ontario serves to illustrate.  Promotional 
literature describes a ‘Piazza’ - formalized as a large public square, complete with 
fountains, café tables, and clock tower. But inspection of the plans reveals no cross 
routes linking this node to the broader neighborhood. The piazza is framed by three 
apartment buildings, but with insufficient density evidenced to generate the kind of 
conviviality illustrated in renderings. Presumably grade level retail is included as part of 
the mixed-use. But what makes this retail a destination? It is dislocated from the broader 
flows and does not form part of day-to-day movement networks. While NU handbooks 
do discuss that trajectories should have a destination, and that this ‘should be useful or 
in some way rewarding’ (Plater-Zyberk, Longo, and Hetzel 2003, 82), this does not 
seem to be borne out in practice. The web literature states that ‘the Piazza beckons 
pedestrians’ (emphasis added), highlighting the intention to create an attractor that acts 
as a magnet for interaction.  But attracters in CAS do not ‘beckon’.  Rather they emerge 
when underlying conditions are right. 
 
Attractor states in their civic medium vary – some are nodes, others landmarks, and the 
distinction is muddyv. In our proposed framework, Nodes refer to smaller urban 
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junctions that foster casual and tacit encounters (coffeehouses, barbershops, etc.). 
Landmarks refer to sites where broader flows consolidate such that they can then be 
reconstituted in synergetic interactions (churches, central markets, train stations, etc.).  
Landmarks are thus sites that entrench and stabilize productive routines, while Nodes 
are sites that permit provisional testing of new associations that foster innovation. Flows 
will thus converge both at highly connected and maintained ‘global’ pipelines or more 
provisional ‘local’ hubs (Bathelt, Malmberg, and Maskell 2004). Both are necessary for 
the successful evolution of a complex system, but more importantly, these synergetic 
sites are contingent: best understood as emergent outcomes of flow trajectories. 
 
Paths = Networks 
Consider another classic CAS example: ants forming paths to seek food (Deneubourg 
et al. 1990). Individual ants have no knowledge of global patterns, but nonetheless 
undertake behaviors that result in coordinated path formation. Each ant explores its 
environment at random, but upon discovering food will ‘signal’ the presence of an 
energy source through depositing pheromone traces.  These traces thereafter constrain 
subsequent ant behavior. The stronger the trace (which decays over time, allowing 
better food sources to maintain stronger trails), the more ants will follow a given 
pathway, thereby generating a reinforcing feedback loop whereby an emergent pathway 
manifests. Here the CAS is composed of ants (agents), food sources (metabolic 
resources) and pheromone signals that transmit information from one ant to another 
(interactions). 
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A latecomer to the scene, observing the pathways, might find it difficult to 
imagine that these routes do not direct the ant’s movement towards resources, but 
are instead a derivative structure that emerges due to the dynamics of the search 
process itself. New Urbanists, who observe the pathways of ‘great city streets’ attempt 
to emulate their physical characteristics - cross-section, length, distances between 
buildings. If we consider the formal entity ‘path’ to be successful because of these 
extrinsic qualities, then NU pattern-books suffice.  But while providing a clear 
pheromone trail for ants (in the absence of food at its termination), would compel ants to 
follow this trajectory, it would not make the pathway functional. If we instead consider 
‘paths’ to be emergent network links, ones that manifest to support inherent flows, then 
we would employ other research methods to understand their properties.  
 
In historic cities, networks of large, medium and small streets emerge through 
reinforcing cycles of use, and exhibit fractal distributions. Within an area, streets 
initially attracting a slightly higher number of users will attract more services. These 
services in turn draw new users who reinforce the pattern such that particular streets 
gain prominence within the network. Considered in this light, the approach of 
designating a formal or fractal hierarchy of streets a-priori, without reference to the 
dynamics of flows being channeled, is as counterintuitive as predetermining website 
links on the Internet. No one determines the structure of the Internet: its composition is 
shaped by the evolving dynamics of its use. While NU certainly attempts to make 
streets both legible and functional, it is noteworthy that many examples of their 
projects include highly legible paths while the flows these are meant to channel remain 
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absent. Simply imitating fractal distributions in the absence of underlying dynamics 
presents only a ‘picture’ of complexity – not complexity itself. 
 
Edgesvi = Information 
CAS are composed of agents whose actions alter in order to better achieve a particular 
goal (finding food, processing energy, seeking knowledge, etc.). Populations of agents 
therefore benefit if they can tune their work in productive synchronization - if useful 
information can propagate within the system. In many instances this synchronization 
occurs directly, through neighbor-to-neighbor signals, such as when flocking birds 
coordinate their movements. In other cases, coordination occurs indirectly with agents 
leaving a trace or ‘stigmergic signal’ of their actions within a common environmental 
‘medium’ shared by all agents (Heylighen 2011b). This medium acts as an information 
repository, a coordination device that both records and prompts agent behavior. 
Returning to the example of ants, pheromone traces guide ant behaviors. But this marker 
requires both the pheromone itself (the information), and the shared medium of the 
ground to act as repository for this trace.  
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When navigating a city the presence of visual cues helps direct movement– providing 
information about how to proceed. A tourist wandering amongst shops may round a 
corner where uses shift to homes, thereby backtracking to maintain a trajectory 
providing a continuity of shopping experiences. Similarly, a shopkeeper might re-locate 
to be near similar successful businesses, hoping to capture desirable flows already 
converging in that region. The environmental medium of the urban fabric thus helps 
signal how one occupies or navigates space. 
 
While this may seem self evident, what is often overlooked is that certain urban fabrics 
have the capacity to transmit information better then others. This point is not trivial. A 
modernist multi-story building may house offices, apartments, or shops, but this 
information is subsumed under the cover of blank walls. Similarly, suburban 
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developments of near identical homes, or cookie-cutter apartments create environments 
almost void of information. Here, difference – the key to information (Bateson 2002), is 
absent. 
 
Consider how information traces are left when walking across grass in a park. Here, 
traces left on the grass record actual lines of movement, rather than those pre- 
designated on sidewalks. The act of walking traces a trajectory along the ground, but it 
is the displacement of the grass (as a common medium) that conveys information about 
this trajectory to othersvii. By contrast, a concrete plaza is incapable of storing and 
communicating the act of walking: as a medium it is mute.  
 
Similarly, fixed park benches cannot record the best place to either seek or avoid sun,  
but moveable chairs - clustering in microclimates that might otherwise go undiscovered, 
re-orienting to capture views, consolidating in quiet areas for conversation - record a 
range of ‘fit’ patterns of uses. While NU projects incorporate the function of seating - 
park benches installed in regular rhythms along sidewalks – the benches often seem to 
be employed as urban texture or décor, as choreographing the idea of use, regardless of 
site conditions. 
 
Like malleable grass or moveable chairs, the boundary interface or edges of the city can 
record and relay patterns and propensities. The individuated street facades of Hong 
Kong, or the street-markets of Istanbul are information rich (Wohl 2015).  This 
information gains resolution when it becomes increasingly distinct, such that subsets of 
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function – galleries, restaurants, retail, etc., become discernable. Street signs, furniture, 
window-displays, and the appropriation of the sidewalk edge, all provide armatures that 
enable the etchings of urban life to be inscribed upon them, whereas blank modernist 
contexts do not (Figures  4 + 5).  
 
Figure 4. Hong Kong Street                                 Figure 5. Blank Modernist Street 
 
While NU catalogues the physical characteristics of ‘great city streets’ they emphasize 
the optics (detailing of the street edge, windows at grade level, frequent entries and 
variation along a city block) of successful places. But perhaps the most important and 
overlooked characteristic of great streets pertains to the role of the public/private 
interface at the street edge, not because of its physical ‘look’, but rather its performative 
capacity to transmit coordinating information.  
 
Cells =Agents  
In order to appropriate Lynch in a manner that supports a reading of civic CAS 
dynamics, it is necessary to supplement his spatial categories with one additional trait – 
that of the urban cell. While ‘Image…’ does not refer to this aspect of the urban fabric, 
Lynch later introduces the concept of ‘Grain’ which he describes as, ‘typical elements 
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and densities […] differentiated and separated in space’ and ‘a quantity of a given type’ 
(Lynch 1995, 362). ‘Grain’ references the ubiquitous urban texture of a particular 
neighborhood (described as ‘tissue’ by Kropf (1996)). Depending upon the setting, the 
scale and density of built grain might be that of residential homes, apartment blocks, 
townhomes or big box stores. The term ‘Cell’, introduced in Table 1, refers to the 
individual elements of the built fabric that aggregate to form the texture of this grain. 
The ‘cell’ component of a given district is then made analogous with the ‘agent’ 
component in CAS. 
 
Agents within CAS work in parallel to improve performance by optimally channeling 
their respective system’s resources (Holland 2006). They can replicate, die, alter states, 
or meld with other agents. Similarly, a particular slice (or cell) of urban fabric might 
cycle through a series of functions – restaurant, dwelling, office - before ‘discovering’ 
ideal neighborhood synergies. However, the resistance involved in performing these 
cycles may vary, depending upon the nature of the fabric. Does it require demolition or 
costly renovations prior to each iteration? Is the built fabric ‘stiff’ or ‘supple’, flexing in 
a reasonably plastic manner to enable new uses?  
 
While a plethora of social factors inform which particular uses are most viable at a given 
site, there is also a ‘differential in the urban surface’ (Read 2007) where certain 
activities are more possible. Thus, ‘In certain places it is possible (or coherent) to 
imagine certain things, where those things may not be imaginable (or coherent as 
imaginations) somewhere else […] A location where such a coherent imagination may 
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lead to realization is precisely and practically an ‘enabling place’’ (Ibid).  
 
I argue that certain kinds of urban fabric of ‘cells’ are more enabling for the 
manifestation of possible states than others – offering a greater range of affordances or 
capacities (Gibson 1986; see also DeLanda 2005). These capacities include the ability to 
accommodate a range of functions, and to easily expand or contract as circumstance 
dictates (for example by aggregating with neighboring units). The divisible cells of canal 
buildings in Amsterdam, for example, are responsive to changing political, economic 
and social circumstances  - easily morphing, floor by floor, from warehouse to museum 
to brothel (Wohl 2016). The resultant neighborhood diversity is not something 
orchestrated by planning, instead it is manifested because enabling places are present. 
 
New Urbanists note the importance of mixed-use, and occasionally discuss the 
importance of creating ‘flex-house’ infrastructures that can evolve organically (Plater-
Zyberk, Longo, and Hetzel 2003, 53) but in practice projects tend towards proscriptive 
designations of pre-established balance of uses. A more viable mixture might be 
achieved by creating built environments that afford the possibility of shifting over time - 
testing uses and continually rediscovering the appropriate mix of functions in a given 
setting. By conceptualizing ‘cells’ of urban form as performing in ways similar to agents 
in CAS, the fabric of the city might continuously co-evolve – shifting in response to the 
dictates of circumstance. 
 
Districts = Emergent Patterns 
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In CAS an emergent structure is one where agents have coalesced into stabilized 
patterns of interactions that effectively process and partition that system’s resources 
(Heylighen 1989). Termite mounds provide an illustrative example. The mounds are 
subdivided into distinct spatial districts, including areas for venting, storage, a lair, and 
nursery. Initially random form-shaping actions of the termites imbue the mound with 
information, which thereafter cue subsequent actions – creating a cycle whereby 
emergent structural features constrain the behaviors of the termites encountering the 
mound at any given moment (Bonabeau et al. 2000). As the architecture develops, the 
mound incorporates increasingly distinctive functional variants. The dynamics that lead 
to the morphogenesis of this structure ensure that the scale of each variant is suited 
to the environmental conditions and constraints of the colony (Figure 6). 
 
        
Figure 6. Intrinsic production                                 Figure 7. Extrinsic production 
 
An outside observer, looking at the structure of the mound might remark upon the 
perfectly organized and distributed functional districts. Yet the termites have no 
overall cognition of what they are creating. Nonetheless, a coherent physical entity 
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emerges, with specialized districts that are in equilibrium with the needs of the colony. 
Order is achieved from the bottom up due to the interactions of multiple agents - each 
seeking to optimize the resources entering the system and each constrained through 
interactions with the emerging mound itself. 
 
I propose that Lynch’s ‘Districts’, be reframed to correspond with this concept of 
emergence - something performed (rather than produced), as the natural manifestation of 
intrinsic forces. Rather then simply exhibiting vitality, these districts would be the 
product of an urbanism, performed over time, which embodies vitality. 
 
Discussion: 
‘The longterm danger of the quest for legibility, beyond the boredom of 
formularized urban design, is that […] we seek to build the legible city out of 
a kit of parts – paths, nodes, landmarks, districts and edges – while forgetting 
that they are the emergent wholes.’ (Dovey and Pafka 2015, 4) 
 
In recent decades, urban scholarship has increasingly focused upon the social and 
relational forces that underlie and contribute to the production of space.  Meanwhile, 
less attention has been placed upon how the material armature of the city is enmeshed 
with these forces: reinforcing or resisting them.  If politics, culture, and economics are 
relevant urban issues to consider at the social level, can we not also contemplate 
constraints or affordances operating at the physical level?  
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Dovey et al recently advocated to join the ‘sciences of complexity and adaptation to the 
social theory framework of assemblage thinking with its focus on the productive flows, 
synergies and alliances between things rather than things in themselves’ (2015, 9). By 
considering the dynamics of CAS, this paper re-conceptualizes how things do matter – 
but matter insofar as they help enable the flows, synergies and alliances that Dovey 
cites.  Here, certain built things - without being deterministic - enter into imbricated 
relationships with human agents by affording ‘potential actions’ (Leonardi 2011). They 
thereby ‘act as a provisory platform that facilitates/allows or hinders/forbids 
participation in urban action’ (Kashef 2009, 93).  
 
This paper sets out a framework that might be used to analyze how the formal substance 
of the city engenders or thwarts the unfolding of complex dynamics (Figure 8). It 
provides an introduction to the rationale behind why such a framework might be 
beneficial, introduces a framework that employs intuitive categories (through the 
appropriation of Lynch), and provides illustrative examples of how this framework 
might illuminate various performative aspects of the built environment. That said, the 
framework is both preliminary and tentative. It also operates within set limits, engaging 
only with the study of urban complexity insofar as it pertains to processes that are 
activated or enabled in conjunction with the material armature of the city – the built 
fabric. Focusing on the built environment alone clearly precludes many other aspects of 
complexity that are critical in generating the city. Nonetheless, considering urban form 
from a CAS perspective may well produces insights about an important layer of 
complexity that permeates our cities.  
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Figure 8: Illustration of CAS aspects 
 
Clearly, more research is needed to understand the productive capacity of this 
framework. Accordingly, the author has begun working with students to develop design 
strategies that use concepts from this framework not only as a means to undertake urban 
analysis, but also to generate new design interventions – ones that are open-ended, 
adaptable and resilient. Early results of this work show great promise.  
 
This research can also benefit through an engagement with other contemporary urban 
practices that explore how the built environment may ‘learn’ over time. Tactical 
Urbanism, Pop-up Urbanism and other grass-root Insurgent Strategies employing ‘Light, 
Quick and Cheap’ (LQC) tactics emphasize incremental and provisional testing that are 
capable of responding to feedback (Silva 2016). In a similar vein, Landscape Urbanism 
with its interest in ‘staging uncertainties’ and ‘offering affordances’ creates urban space 
in much more fluid and experimental ways that relies on activating potential futures and 
seeing how these unfold (Waldheim 2006; Durack 2001). Both approaches are well 
positioned to embrace a CAS ontology, but to date little work has fleshed out 
correspondences with CAS in ways that move beyond loose metaphor. While space does 
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not permit these relationships to be expanded upon here, current research by the author 
is working to illuminate these connections.  	
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i Lynch argued his later attributes - vitality, sense, fit, access and control - providing a more nuanced means of 
understanding the process of city-making. However, these failed to gain traction to the same degree as the earlier 
categories presented in ‘Image...’.  
ii This sensibility towards formal character is not limited NU, but their work is currently most influential. Other 
approaches include the Townscape movement (Cuthbert 2007). 
iii Landscape Urbanism is engaging a similar discussion, aiming to distinguish between landskip - the pictoral or 
scenographic aspects of an environment, and landschap - the functional or performative aspects of place (Corner 1999; 
Weller 2008).  
iv I am not the first to use Lynch’s systems to evaluate NU projects. Ford (1999) does this in an interesting piece but 
his objectives differ. 
v This same ambiguities exist in Lynch’ s original terms (Dovey and Pafka 2015, 3)  – is a plaza with a church a 
landmark or a node? 
vi In Lynch’s original framework Edges are district boundaries, but subsequently the term was appropriated to discuss 
street facades qualities. This usage proves more useful for this discussion. 
vii There is some confusion around ‘agency’ as understood from the social sciences where it implies volition. The term 
is used differently in CAS where water molecules, stocks or websites can each be considered as agents. In this example 
grass has no ‘agency’ per se, but nonetheless is s a carrier of information relevant to agency. 		
